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acquaint Make familiar or conversant with.
You should acquaint yourself with your new computer.

address
Address or apply oneself to something direct one s efforts towards
something such as a question.
Address your complaints to the Trading Standards Board.

bulletin Make public by bulletin.

colloquial Characteristic of informal spoken language or conversation.
Wrote her letters in a colloquial style.

colloquialism The use of colloquialisms.
The colloquialisms of the streets.

communicate Transmit (heat or motion.
The rooms communicated.

communication A letter or message containing information or news.
Satellite communications.

confer
Have a conference in order to talk something over.
The Minister may have exceeded the powers conferred on him by
Parliament.

convey Transfer the title to (property.
She conveyed the message to me.

cooperatively
In a way that involves mutual assistance in working towards a common
goal.
A cooperatively owned restaurant.

correspondence Similarity by virtue of corresponding.
His wife dealt with his private correspondence.

delivery The supply or provision of something.
She had a difficult delivery.
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email A message sent by email.
Reading email has become the first task of the morning.

ferry Transport by ferry.
Ambulances ferried the injured to hospital.

informing To furnish incriminating evidence to an officer of the law (usually in
return for favors.

message Send as a message.
I was messaged by a Californian contact for some information.

persuasively In a persuasive or convincing manner.
He argues persuasively against nationalism.

post Publicize with or as if with a poster.
A pair of posts marked the goal.

recitative
Musical declamation of the kind usual in the narrative and dialogue parts
of opera and oratorio, sung in the rhythm of ordinary speech with many
words on the same note.
Singing in recitative.

relay Control or operate by relay.
The wagons were pulled by relays of horses.

report Cover an event or subject as a journalist or a reporter.
Police reported that the floods were abating.

respond Respond favorably or as hoped.
To partner s opening one heart it is dangerous to respond two clubs.

send Send a message or letter.
Send me your latest results.

sender Someone who transmits a message.
Evidence submitted late will be returned to the sender.

spam Unwanted or intrusive advertising on the internet.
An autogenerated spam website.

telegraphic Of or relating to or transmitted by telegraph.
The strange telegraphic speech of some aphasics.

transmit Transmit or serve as the medium for transmission.
Transmit a message.

transport Something that serves as a means of transportation.
The bulk of freight traffic was transported by lorry.

verbally With the function of a verb.
She claimed to have been verbally abused.
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working The action of doing work.
Improvements in living and working conditions.


